Continuum model of fibroblast-driven wound contraction: inflammation-mediation.
We propose a mathematical model to aid the understanding of how events in wound healing are orchestrated to result in wound contraction. Ultimately, a validated model could provide a predictive means for enhancing or mitigating contraction as is appropriate for managing a particular wound. The complex nature of wound healing and the lack of a modeling framework which can account for both the relevant cell biology and biomechanics are major reasons for the absence of models to date. Here we adapt a model originally proposed by Murray and co-workers to show how cell traction forces can result in spatial patterns of cell aggregates since it offers a framework for understanding how traction exerted by wound fibroblasts drives wound contraction. Since it is a continuum model based on conservation laws which reflect assumed cell and tissue properties, it is readily extended to account for emerging understanding of the cell biology of wound healing and its relationship to inflammation. We consider various sets of assumed properties, based on current knowledge, within a base model of dermal wound healing and compare predictions of the rate and extent of wound contraction to published experimental results.